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Premise



Before playing
1. Every player needs: One (1) D12 and three (3) D6 dice.
2. Every player rolls their D12; highest roll gets to position his/her first unit on the 

map first. Players rotate clockwise until all units have been placed.
3. Every player uses their 3 D6 to track the health of their 3 units.
4. The last player to place their unit takes their turn first, then the turns go 

counter-clockwise.



How to play
1. Action Points (AP) — The player’s pool of points they can spend on actions. 10 

per turn per character. Used for movement, chest opening, and attacking. Will 
be reduced as the player takes damage (“wounded” mechan).

2. Chests — The source of loot for players.
3. Weapons — The converter between player actions and other players’ health.
4. Reaction Points (RP) — The balancing loop. Given to players to allow them to 

take cover or shoot back at an enemy that initiates an attack.
5. Tsunamis — Sinks the map



Board
Custom-made 

Anything red (and Statue of 
Liberty) == cover

Anything blue with no land == 
water (2 AP to move) *compiler error - land used 

before declaration

Everything else == land (1 AP to 
move) 

7 zones of control — roll a D6 to 
see which one gets flooded next 
(middle zone can’t ever drown)



Board after grids 
and smoothed
Chests (yellow)
● Pieces placed on top at 

beginning of game and 
removed when a player 
opens them

● 2 ap to open

Super chests (purple)
● Same as chests except 

guarantee a legendary 
item.

● 4 ap to open
● Spawn every third round 

when there are only two 
islands left



Cards
Draw two when 
you open a chest.  
Damage, range, 
and hit chance 
specified on card. 
Roll a twelve sided 
die for accuracy

Different rarities. 
Cards 
proportionally 
distributed — lots 
of trolls, not a lot 
of epics.



Other rules/parts/behaviors
Health points have a maximum of 6 and are represented by a 6 sided die. Health packs can bring you up to 
4. Only armor can bring you higher

Players may initially hide their item cards in their hands, but when a card is used it must be placed face up 
on the table for all to see.

When your character dies, place a skull-and-bones on your death location.  A player can open your 
skull-and-bones and take all weapons in the dead character’s inventory at a cost of 5 AP if they are in the 
same hex (reinforcing loop).

Max 6 weapon type slots.  Can have multiple of the same type of item per slot (inflation prevention)



System design process
1. Gun mechanics — Roll for hit chances, range checks.
2. Chest-hunting — Loot!

Plan next move Loot chests

Shoot enemies



Behaviors
1. Promote strategic planning.
2. Optimize pathing and movement.
3. Acquire loot boxes.
4. Win skirmishes.
5. ???

6. WINNER WINNER CHICKEN DINNER!



Loops
Reinforcing loop

Balancing loop

Opening more chests Higher chance to win 
next gunfight Chicken dinners

Get shot at Reaction Points (RP)

Survive



Machinations

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0VXPh6cN958

